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Abstract
The existence of statically detectable correlation among conditional branches enables their elimination, an optimization that has a number of benefits. This paper presents techniques to determine whether an interprocedural execution path leading to a conditional branch exists along which the branch outcome is known at compile time, and then to eliminate the branch along this path through code restructuring. The technique consists of a demand driven interprocedural analysis that determines whether a specific branch outcome is correlated with prior statements or branch outcomes. The optimization is performed using a code restructuring algorithm that replicates code to separate out the paths with correlation. When the correlated path is affected by a procedure call, the restructuring is based on procedure entry splitting and exit splitting. The entry splitting transformation creates multiple entries to a procedure, and the exit splitting transformation allows a procedure to return control to one of several return points in the caller. Our technique is efficient in that the correlation detection is demand driven, thus avoiding exhaustive analysis of the entire program, and the restructuring never increases the number of operations along a path through an interprocedural control flow graph. We describe the benefits of our interprocedural branch elimination optimization (ICBE). Our experimental results show that, for the same amount of code growth, the estimated reduction in executed conditional branches is about 2.5 times higher with the ICBE optimization than when only intraprocedural conditional branch elimination is applied.
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1 Introduction
Recent research in branch prediction [16, 24, 25], profiling [3], and the elimination of conditional branches [19] has reported the existence of significant amounts of correlation among conditional branches, presenting opportunities for optimizations. A conditional branch has static correlation along a path if its outcome can be determined along the path at compile time from prior statements or branch outcomes. Such a conditional branch is redundant along the correlated path and can be eliminated by code restructuring. Elimination of conditional branches has a number of benefits, which are discussed in Section 6, including

- enhancing instruction scheduling and software pipelining,
- improving speculative execution and hardware branch prediction, and
- optimizing C++/Java virtual functions.

Previous work on conditional branch elimination through static correlation [19] demonstrated substantial performance improvements despite its restricted focus on eliminating conditionals within loops. Experimentally, we show that substantially more static correlation is detected at compile time when programs are analyzed interprocedurally. Using programs from the SPEC95 suite, we discovered that interprocedural detection of correlation enables elimination of 3% to 18% of executed conditionals, which is a factor of about 2.5 improvement over strictly intraprocedural analysis. As illustrated below, this high correlation among branches when procedures are considered is due to the modular fashion in which we write procedures:

- In a procedure, the value returned is often selected by an if-statement. This value may again be checked by the caller. For example, consider a call to a procedure that removes an element from a linked list. The procedure tests whether the list is empty and, if so, returns nil. The caller performs an identical test on the return value to determine if nil was returned. The latter test is fully correlated with the earlier one.

- In order to keep the procedure interface simple by passing few arguments, procedures frequently include checks on the parameters that are also performed by the caller or even by previous calls to the same procedure. For example, procedures from the same library module may be called one after another, propagating values. These procedures often perform correlated tests on the propagated values. With our optimization, the repeated testing can be eliminated.

Conditional branch elimination is a form of partial redundancy elimination (PRE). However, the code motion techniques useful for PRE of assignments [14, 5] do not suffice for removing conditional branches. To eliminate a conditional, the control flow graph must be restructured in order to separate the correlated path from the rest of the paths [19]. After code replication isolates the correlated path, the
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Conditional on this path becomes fully redundant and can be removed. Procedures are traditionally viewed as inherently single-entry/single-exit regions of code which means that all paths through the procedure must pass through the unique entry and exit points. To exploit interprocedural opportunities for conditional branch elimination, the correlated paths crossing procedure entry/exit must be isolated by splitting procedure entry/exit nodes.

In this paper, we present a new optimization, Interprocedural Conditional Branch Elimination (ICBE). The optimization consists of a demand-driven interprocedural static correlation analysis and a code restructuring algorithm that uses the detected correlation to eliminate conditional branches. We implemented the optimization and experimentally investigated the amount of interprocedural correlation detected and the benefits and costs of conditional branch elimination.

Demand-driven interprocedural correlation analysis. Using the demand-driven data flow framework for distributed data flow problems [9], we developed a demand-driven correlation detection analysis algorithm. The analysis is interprocedural and thus considers correlated paths spanning procedural boundaries, as well as correlations that occur within the same procedure. In the analysis phase, given a conditional branch, a query propagation search is performed to find assertions on program variables that indicate the correlation along paths leading to the conditional. The exhaustive approach to analysis would naively determine at each node all existing assertions on program variables (including irrelevant ones), resulting in exponential worst-case analysis time. Because our analysis is restricted to discovering useful assertions on relevant variables, we are able to achieve polynomial analysis time. In addition, to eliminate duplicated paths, code restructuring by path duplication is required to eliminate the conditional. Our analysis determines the upper bound on the amount of code duplication required to eliminate the conditional. If profile information is available, our analysis also provides an estimate of the reduction in the execution frequency of the conditional. The above measures can be used to guide the optimizer in making a decision on whether and how to transform the program to eliminate the conditional.

Interprocedural restructuring. The correlated conditional is eliminated by path duplication, which separates paths with correlation from those where correlation was not detected. Two approaches to interprocedural elimination of branches can be used. The first is to inline procedures involved in the correlation and duplicate paths strictly within a procedure. We present an alternative approach that incurs less code growth than inlining because only paths with correlation are duplicated. Another advantage of our algorithm is that it enables optimizations of call sites where inlining is not possible [2]. The algorithm is based upon procedure entry splitting and exit splitting. The entry splitting transformation creates multiple entries to a procedure through which the procedure can be entered from different call sites. The exit splitting transformation allows a procedure to return control to one of several return points in the caller instead of always returning control to the call site. Intuitively, entry splitting enables the elimination of interprocedurally redundant code in the callee, and exit splitting enables elimination in the caller. Our restructuring algorithm restructures a control flow graph such that the number of operations in the control flow graph does not increase along any path. After exit splitting, additional return addresses may need to be passed during a procedure call. Within the scope of a procedure, our restructuring algorithm is similar to that of Mueller and Whalley [19], except that our restructuring techniques take advantage of correlation that spans nested loops. Our algorithm is able to create two versions of a loop, one for each known outcome of the conditional, enabling the elimination of the conditional in each loop version.

Experimental evaluation. Our measurements performed on a set of application programs provide insight into the interprocedural correlation that can be detected statically and its usability for compiler optimizations. We found that not only the number of conditionals with some correlated paths greatly increases with interprocedural analysis, but also the effect of branch elimination is more significant because many short, frequently taken interprocedural correlated paths exist. Since some correlated branches may need long analysis times to detect the correlation and also require extensive code replication, we developed and evaluated simple heuristics that control the extent of the analysis and the amount of code growth due to ICBE. We show that for the same code growth, ICBE removes significantly more executed conditional branches than what is possible with the intraprocedural conditional branch elimination optimization.

Intraprocedural elimination of conditional branches in loops was developed by Mueller and Whalley [19]. We extend their technique in several respects. First, we can detect and eliminate partial redundancy of branches in loop nests and across procedure boundaries. Second, even in the scope of a single procedure, our approach is more powerful because we can detect redundancy that is apparent by examining multiple basic blocks along a path, as opposed to a redundancy due to a single basic block detected in their analysis. In addition, in our technique, the analysis cost and the code growth incurred due to program restructuring can be controlled. Mueller and Whalley [18] also investigated avoiding unconditional jumps by code replication. Krall [16] developed code replication techniques to improve the accuracy of semi-static branch prediction to the accuracy of dynamic prediction.

This paper is organized as follows. The next section presents an example to motivate the technique and gives the overview of ICBE. Section 3 presents the algorithms and Section 4 presents our experimental results. Section 5 highlights the benefits of ICBE.

2 An Example and Overview

We illustrate ICBE on a small application program that uses the stdio GNU C library (glibcl.99). The program is shown in Figure 1(a). Function MAIN first opens a text file by a call to fopen and then iterates through each character in the file until EOF is reached. The characters are obtained by a call to fgetc, which returns a character from a buffer that is filled by calling malloc. The file is filled by calling fgets, which returns a character from a buffer that is filled by calling malloc.

First consider applying ICBE to optimize the conditional P0 in MAIN. Since EOF equals -1, our demand driven analysis algorithm raises the query (c = -1) at P0 and propagates it backwards into function fgetc where the analysis quickly terminates at nodes a, b, and c with answers TRUE, UNDEF, and FALSE, respectively. The TRUE result at a means that along the path from node a to P0, the outcome of P0 is true.
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Thus, PO is statically correlated along the path from a to PO. Node c fetches from the buffer an unsigned character with a non-negative value which resolves the query to FALSE indicating that the outcome of PO is false. Thus, PO is statically correlated along the path from node c to PO. Assuming for now that the code of function fillbuf is unavailable and nothing is known about its return value, the query must resolve to UNDEF at the call site node b, meaning that the behavior of PO cannot be determined along the path from node b to PO and thus it is not statically correlated along this path. From the analysis, the conditional PO is redundant along two out of three paths reaching it. Our optimization algorithm restructures the program by exit splitting to separate the paths from node a to PO and from node c to PO. After the transformation, the conditional PO is bypassed each time, except when the buffer is refilled at node b (see Figure 1(b)). Exit splitting is implemented by passing additional return addresses to the callee.

Next, we optimize conditionals P1, P2, and P3 in function fgetc. The individual queries raised at these conditionals are all resolved in function fopen where the analysis reveals that either fp = NULL or fp ≠ NULL ∧ fp->magic = IOMAGIC holds. In either case, all three conditionals are fully redundant (that is, they can be eliminated along all paths). Our optimizer splits the exit of fopen and the entry of fgetc to bypass these conditionals. The result is shown in Figure 1(c). The statements in fgetc that are reachable only from its original entry can be deleted if no other call site of this entry exists.

When the code of fillbuf is available, propagation of the query raised at PO does not terminate at its call site but detects that fillbuf either returns EOF or an unsigned value, resolving the query to TRUE and FALSE, respectively. The resulting exit splitting of fillbuf enables the complete elimination of conditional PO, shown in Figure 1(c).

In the original loop, during each loop iteration five conditional branches are executed. After the optimization, only one conditional remains. This optimization cannot be carried out by intraprocedural branch elimination [19]. The overhead of the optimization is passing two return addresses to fgetc. However, the additional instructions related to argument passing can be freely scheduled ahead of the procedure call because they have no incoming data dependencies. Furthermore, the code size of procedure fgetc is reduced.
answers indicate that the path along which the query reached the node is correlated. TRUEF means that the outcome of the conditional along the path is true and FALSE means the opposite. The UNDEF means that the outcome is unknown because the variable is assigned an unknown value.

For resolving a query, we have identified four sources of static correlation. First, a query is always resolved TRUE or FALSE at a node that assigns a constant to the variable v from the query. The second source is a conditional branch that involves the variable v. The assertions on variables that exist on the true and false out-edges of the conditional may define the outcome of the predicate in the query. Note that a conditional correlates with itself if there is a path around a loop along which the query variable is not defined. The third source is a type conversion from an unsigned to a signed value, as in the example in Figure 1(a). The result is always non-negative, which may determine the branch predicate outcome. Last, after a pointer variable is dereferenced, its value is guaranteed to be non-zero; otherwise a segmentation fault would have occurred.

During the propagation, a copy assignment to the query variable may be encountered, e.g., v := w. When this happens, the query is modified to reflect this assignment before it continues to propagate. This simple form of symbolic back-substitution is essential to capture assignments to and from temporaries, common subexpressions, procedure return values, and parameter passing. As a consequence of this substitution, multiple distinct queries can be raised at a single node. Our analysis can support more general symbolic back-substitution and is restricted only by the capabilities of symbolic manipulation available in the compiler. Since query propagation may not terminate under a general symbolic analysis, we stop query propagation with the UNDEF answer when a sufficient number of nodes has been processed.

After the analysis terminates, the resolved queries are rolled back along the paths they traversed. The goal is to collect all resolved answers to each query raised at a node. Starting at the successors of nodes where a query was resolved, answers are propagated forward and merged by a set-union operation at control flow merge nodes. At any node, including the conditional itself, each query may have from one to all three possible answers from \{TRUE, FALSE, UNDEF\}. For example, if the query raised at the conditional has answers TRUE and FALSE, then there are some correlated paths leading to the conditional where the outcome is true, some correlated paths where it is false, and no paths along which it is unknown. Such a conditional has full correlation.

The demand-driven framework of [9] computes procedure summary nodes on demand to improve the efficiency of interprocedural analysis. Since in our analysis the queries are propagated through procedures backwards, summary node entries are stored at procedure exit nodes and for each query raised at the exit node we maintain: a) the answers resolved in the procedure, and b) the corresponding queries at each entry of the procedure, if the query propagated all the way to the entry node. (Remember that the analysis is invoked on a restructured program in which procedures can have multiple entries.) All queries raised at procedure exit nodes are used to compute summary nodes and are, therefore, treated specially. When a summary node query reaches a procedure entry, it is not propagated to the callers, but resolved with the fourth kind of query answer, TRANS. This
Analyze predicate (\(v \text{ relop } c\)) in conditional branch node \(b\)

1. Initialize \(Q[n]\) to \({}\) at each node \(n\)
2. Form the initial query \(q_0 = (v, \text{ relop}, c, \text{ nil})\)
3. \(\text{raise}\_\text{query}(\text{pred}(b), q_0)\)
4. While worklist is not empty do
   5. Remove pair \((\text{node n}, \text{query q})\) from worklist
   6. Case \(n\) is entry node of a procedure \(p\):
      7. If \(q\) is a summary node query then \(A[n, q] := \text{TRANS}; \text{add } q \text{ to } q.sne.\text{entries}[n]\)
      8. Else if \(n\) has no predecessors then \(A[n, q] := \text{UNDEF}\)
   9. For each call site node predecessor \(m\) of entry node \(n\) do
      10. If \(q\) is a summary node query for \(j\)th exit of \(p\) then
          11. If \(q.sne.gi,\) is raised at \(j\)th exit of \(m\) then \(\text{raise-query}(m, q)\)
          12. Else \(\text{raise-query}(m, q)\)
      13. End for
   14. Case \(n\) is call site exit node:
      15. Let \(ex\) be the procedure exit predecessor of \(n\)
      16. Let \(m\) be the call site predecessor of \(n\) and \(en\) the entry node invoked by \(m\)
      17. If summary node entry \(\text{sne}[ex, q]\) does not exist then
          18. Let \(q_n\) be a copy of \(q\)
          19. \(\text{sne}[ex, q] := (q_n, ex, \{\}); q_n.sne := \text{sne}[ex, q]\)
          20. \(\text{raise-query}(ex, q_n)\)
      21. Else if \(\text{sne}[ex, q].\text{entries}[en]\) does not exist then
          22. \(\text{sne}[ex, q].\text{entries}[en] := \{\}\)
          23. \(\text{raise-query}(ex, \text{sne}[ex, q].qin)\)
      24. End if
      25. Add \(A[ex, \text{sne}[ex, q].qin] \setminus \{\text{TRANS}\} \to A[n, q]\)
      26. For each query \(q_o\) in \(\text{sne}[ex, q].\text{entries}[en]\) do \(\text{raise-query}(m, q_o)\)
   27. Otherwise:
      28. \(\text{answer} := \text{resolve}(n, q)\)
      29. If \(\text{answer} \in \{\text{TRUE, FALSE, UNDEF}\}\) then \(A[n, q] := \{\text{answer}\}\)
      30. Else for each \(m \in \text{Pred}(n)\) do \(\text{raise-query}(m, \text{substitute}(n, q))\)
      31. End case
   32. End while
33. If \(q \notin Q[n]\) then add \(q\) to \(Q[n]\); add pair \((n, q)\) to worklist

Procedure \(\text{raise}\_\text{query}(\text{node n, query q})\)

Figure 4: The interprocedural static correlation analysis.

Answer marks paths through the procedure along which the query was not resolved. The procedure is transparent along such paths and the summary node lookup must propagate queries (backward) and collect answers (forward) across call sites of transparent procedures. Our analysis handles both call-by-value and call-by-reference parameters.

The analysis algorithm is given in Figure 4. The algorithm computes summary nodes without interrupting the analysis. Each query is a tuple \((v, \text{ relop}, c, \text{sne})\), where \(\text{sne}\) is used by summary node queries to keep a pointer to their summary node entries; for non-summary queries, this field is nil. The summary node entry for query \(q\) raised at exit node \(ex\) is a tuple \(\text{sne}[ex, q] = (q_n, ex, \text{entries})\), where \(q_n\) is the summary node query raised on the procedure exit node \(ex\) and \(\text{entries}[en]\) is the set of queries propagated to a particular entry node \(en\). The analysis is started at line 3 by raising the initial query at the predecessor of the conditional to be analyzed. Line 4 terminates the analysis when no node with an unresolved query remains. Lines 6–13 handle procedure entry nodes. Summary node queries are resolved here to TRANS and are added to the summary node entry as having reached the particular entry node, as described above. The non-summary query is propagated to all call sites of this entry (lines 9 and 12). The summary node query is propagated only when the computation of the summary node was initiated at the exit of the call site (lines 9–11). Lines 14–26 process a call site exit node \(n\). Predecessors of \(n\) are determined according to Figure 3. If summary node lookup in line 17 fails, a new summary node entry is created and a summary node query \(q_n\) is raised. Lines 21–23 update the summary node after a previous split of a procedure entry/exit node. Line 25 resolves the query based on the answers saved in the summary node and line 26 propagates the query across the procedure when a transparent path through the procedure exists. Finally, any other kind of node may be a source of correlation (lines 27–30). Function \(\text{resolve}\) attempts to resolve a query. If it fails, the query is propagated after it is back-substituted. The algorithm for collecting the analysis answers by query rollback can be easily derived from the analysis algorithm, and we omit it from this paper.

During the rollback, the upper bound on the amount of code duplication required to optimize the conditional is
calculated by determining how many copies of each node must be created. Given a node with \( k \) answers to a query raised at that node, the node must be split \( k \)-ways (\( k \) is at most 4). When the node hosts more than one query, then the number of copies needed is bound by the cross product of answers to all queries raised at that node. The actual code growth is usually lower due to the fact that a node split on one query may separate answers to other queries raised at that node.

We illustrate the analysis with an example in Figure 5. The four possible query answers are abbreviated in the figure as T, F, U, and Tr, for query answers TRUE, FALSE, UNDEF, and TRANS. The analysis of conditional node \( \text{P} \) is initiated by raising a query \( q : (x = 0, \text{nil}) \) at the predecessor of \( \text{P} \) (Figure 5(b)). The entry nil signifies that the query does not compute a summary node entry. Since \( x \) is a global variable, it cannot be propagated across the intraprocedural edge \((C, D)\). Instead, it is raised at the exit of procedure \( f \), where it initiates computation of a summary node entry \( \text{snel} \). The summary node entry is computed by raising a summary node query \( q_1 : (x = 0, \text{snel}) \) at the procedure exit node \( \text{G} \). The query is resolved at node \( \text{F} \) to UNDEF because an unknown value is assigned to \( x \). The nodes where a query is resolved are highlighted in the figure. The scope of the summary node is limited to the procedure and hence \( q_1 \) is resolved at the procedure entry node to TRANS. Also, the query is recorded in the \( \text{entries}[G] \) field of the summary node entry. Whenever a summary node query reaches the procedure entry, a corresponding query is raised at the call site node. In our case, query \( q : (x = 0, \text{nil}) \) is raised at node \( \text{C} \). This query is subsequently resolved at nodes \( \text{A} \) and \( \text{B} \) to UNDEF and FALSE, respectively. The analysis is followed by the rollback phase (Figure 5(c)). The answer for a query \( q \) is stored in \( \text{A}[q] \) and consists of all answers for \( q \) reaching the node. Note that the UNDEF answer for \( q \) at node \( \text{D} \) was propagated from node \( \text{C} \) through the TRANS answer of the summary node query. The following section and the example in Figure 7 show how the collected answers are used to restructure the ICFG.

### 3.2 CFG Restructuring

The restructuring of the ICFG is performed to isolate correlated paths and then remove the correlated conditionals on these paths. The underlying technique is to split each node on which a query has multiple answers so that each duplicate of the node can host a single answer.

**Intraprocedural Restructuring.** Restructuring, when the correlation is not affected by a procedure call or return, is similar to that proposed by Mueller and Whalley [19] except that we handle correlations that cut across loop iterations. Restructuring proceeds in the forward direction starting from each node that hosts multiple answers to a query and at least on one of its predecessors hosts only a single answer. Figure 6 illustrates intraprocedural restructuring.
that duplicates a loop; on the left is the source program, followed by the equivalent CFG labeled with the answers to the query raised at node $P: x=0$. Restructuring starts at the loop header $C$ and continues until every node hosts only a single query answer. At this point, the correlated path has been separated. In the last step, after the conditional itself is split, the copy of the conditional that hosts the TRUE or FALSE answer is redundant and is removed.

Interprocedural Restructuring. Because of the representation of the ICFG in our algorithm (see Figure 3), the splitting of the procedure entry and exit nodes does not require special handling. Entry splitting occurs when the correlated path is entering the procedure through a procedure entry node. Entry splitting always involves call site splitting. Exit splitting occurs when a correlated path crosses a procedure exit node. Exit splitting always involves splitting call site exit nodes and requires passing additional return addresses to the procedure. Figure 7 illustrates interprocedural restructuring. The nodes of the ICFG are labeled with answers to the queries raised in the analysis shown in Figure 5. The splitting process starts by duplicating the call site node $C$, followed by splitting of the call site exit node $D$. Note that after these two steps the node $D'$, which corresponds to the call site node $C'$, hosts a single answer, while the node $D$ hosts two answers. After splitting of the procedure exit node $C$, node $D$ can be split again, resulting in each copy of $D$ hosting a single answer, thus enabling the optimization of the conditional $P$. After the optimization of the conditional is complete, the graph must be converted to call site normal form, as defined previously. The last figure illustrates the converted graph.

The restructuring algorithm is shown in Figure 8. The initial worklist is determined during the analysis phase. Before a node $n$ is split under a query $q$ at line 7, it is verified at line 5 that all answers to $q$ that are hosted at $n$ are still present at some predecessor of $n$. The answers may have disappeared if $n$ was previously split on some other query and some predecessors have been disconnected from $n$. If an answer was removed at line 7, then the call to fix-edges removes edges so that only nodes hosting the same answer for a query are connected. The successors of $n$ are added to the worklist when the node is split in order to continue splitting in the forward direction, or when an answer was removed in order to adjust the answers and edges at successors. Line 2 terminates the restructuring if there is no node that requires splitting, adjusting incident edges, or removing an answer to a query. Procedure split duplicates a node to create a copy of the node for each answer hosted at the original node. Each new copy is added to the worklist because it may still need to be split under the remaining queries raised at the original node. Lines 15 and 16 perform the actual elimination of the conditional, when the conditional is split under the query that was initially raised on it, the copies hosting TRUE and FALSE answers are fully redundant and are removed.

### 3.3 Complexity and Safety

The cost of the ICBE optimization is determined by the asymptotic complexity of the correlation analysis. Although the worst-case time complexity for the restructuring phase is exponential, it is only polynomial for the correlation analysis. The cost of the analysis dominates because ICBE performs restructuring only when the required code growth is moderate, resulting in the size of the ICFG always remaining
Restructure interprocedural CFG to eliminate branch node $b$

begin
1 let worklist be set of nodes $n$ s.t. a query has multiple answers at $n$ and a single answer at $m \in \text{Pred}(n)$
2 while worklist is not empty do
3 remove a node $n$ from worklist
4 for each query $q$ from $Q[n]$ do
5 remove from $A[n,q]$ answers to $q$ no longer hosted at predecessors of $n$
6 fix-edges($n,q$)
7 if $A[n,q]$ contains multiple answers then split($n,q$)
8 if $n$ was split or answer was removed from $A[n,q]$ then add Succ($n$) to worklist
9 end for
10 end while
11 for each visited call site $m$ do normalize $m$
end

Procedure split(node $n$, query $q$)
12 for each answer $a$ from $A[n,q]$ do
13 let $n_a$ be a duplicate of $n$ including incident edges and $Q[n_a], A[n_a,*], s[n_a,*]$ information
14 set $A[n_a,q]$ to $\{a\}$; add $n_a$ to worklist
15 if $n = b$ and $q = q_b$ and $a \in \{\text{TRUE, FALSE}\}$ then
16 change $n_a$ into empty node and remove edges to false/true successors
17 end if
18 fix-edges($n_a,q$)
19 end for
20 remove $n$ and edges incident on $n$
end

Procedure fix-edges(node $n$, query $q$)
21 remove each edge $(m,n)$ s.t. $n$ and $m$ no longer host a common answer for $q$
end

Figure 8: The interprocedural restructuring algorithm.

The analysis cost can be reduced by caching at all nodes the results of all queries resolved in previous analyses. The overall number of queries is bounded by $6VV$, where $V$ is the number of different relational operators and $C$ the number of unique literals that appear in predicates of conditionals ($C$ is typically a small number). The cost with query caching is then $O(CNV)$. However, maintaining the cache proved counterproductive in our implementation due to increased memory requirements.

The ICBE optimization is safe because it never increases the number of operations along any path in the ICFG. However, argument lists of procedures with split exits must be extended in order to communicate alternative return addresses. It is highly likely that eliminating a conditional at the expense of passing additional arguments is advantageous because return addresses are all compile-time constants and, having no incoming data dependences, argument passing instructions can be scheduled more freely than conditionals. Furthermore, some of the return addresses may be unnecessary at a procedure entry because not all procedure exits may be reachable from the entry (see Figure 1(c)). Alternatively, if some call site cannot take advantage of the split exits in the callee, an unmodified copy of the callee may be called from this call site, eliminating the need to pass additional arguments.

4 Experiments

Implementation. We implemented the analysis and restructuring algorithms in our interprocedural compiler that is based on the retargetable compiler 1cc described in [10]. Our implementation considered the correlation of those conditionals that compared a scalar variable (not a structure...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark program</th>
<th>source lines</th>
<th>procedures defined</th>
<th>procedures library</th>
<th>nodes all</th>
<th>cond</th>
<th>cond/prog [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>099.go</td>
<td>29 246</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>38 806</td>
<td>5 304</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124.m88ksim</td>
<td>19 915</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>21 657</td>
<td>2 416</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129.compress</td>
<td>1 934</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>957</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130.lib</td>
<td>7 597</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>10 718</td>
<td>875</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132.jpeg</td>
<td>31 211</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25 420</td>
<td>2 355</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134.perl</td>
<td>26 871</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>50 596</td>
<td>5 623</td>
<td>16.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147.vortex</td>
<td>67 202</td>
<td>923</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>104 154</td>
<td>9 646</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>icc.3.5</td>
<td>26 487</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>49 775</td>
<td>5 863</td>
<td>18.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Benchmark programs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark program</th>
<th>time overall [sec]</th>
<th>memory [MB]</th>
<th>analysis progrep</th>
<th>analysis</th>
<th>node-query pairs total</th>
<th>per cond</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>099.go</td>
<td>98.4</td>
<td>83.8</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>198 180</td>
<td>120.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124.m88ksim</td>
<td>56.1</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>67.3</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>236 252</td>
<td>168.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129.compress</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>6 620</td>
<td>120.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130.lib</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>27 201</td>
<td>102.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132.jpeg</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>52.7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>32 991</td>
<td>33.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134.perl</td>
<td>135.2</td>
<td>117.8</td>
<td>49.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>317 719</td>
<td>197.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147.vortex</td>
<td>1070.2</td>
<td>1016.9</td>
<td>119.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>1 378 890</td>
<td>241.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>icc.3.5</td>
<td>166.4</td>
<td>138.1</td>
<td>60.5</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>352 089</td>
<td>217.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The cost of correlation analysis.

... member) with a constant. Overall, 45% of conditionals in the benchmark programs could be analyzed using this pattern. We implemented both an intraprocedural optimization, which used MOD and USE [7j procedure summary information at call sites, and the ICBE optimization that considered both intra- and interprocedural correlations. The analysis recognized two sources of correlation: constant assignments and conditional branches.

Benchmarks. The experiments were performed on the integer SPEC95 suite. Since ICC does not generate correct code for the 126.gcc benchmark, we used ICC itself as a compiler benchmark program. The programs are characterized in Table 1. The number of procedures, both defined in the program as well as the library procedures called are given in the table. The correlation analysis did not analyze library procedures and thus assumed the worst case behavior at their call sites. Each node in our representation corresponds to a dag of multiple operations and may be viewed as a high-level node. Therefore, the ratio of the number of conditional nodes to the number of all nodes that are executable is higher than usually reported (last 2 columns). Note that the number of all nodes in column 5 includes unexecutable label nodes. The dynamic profile information was collected from the ref input set.

Behavior of statically detectable correlation. We first performed experiments to determine the amount of statically detectable correlation for paths restricted to a procedure and for paths that cross procedure boundaries. The top-left graph in Figure 9 depicts the number of conditionals that exhibit some correlation; that is, those whose outcome is known along some, but not necessarily all, incoming paths. Using the total number of conditionals in a program as a base, the graph shows for each program the percentage of conditionals that were analyzable using our implementation, the percentage of conditionals that were found correlated using intraprocedural analysis and the percentage that were found correlated using interprocedural analysis. The results show that at least twice as many correlated branches are detected using interprocedural analysis than by using intraprocedural analysis. The top-right graph presents the same information weighted by the execution count of each conditional, showing that correlation is detected on conditionals that execute frequently.

The bottom two graphs in Figure 9 show the number of conditionals that had full correlation. The outcome of such conditionals is known along all paths and hence they can be completely eliminated; however code duplication might be necessary if both TRUE and FALSE correlations are discovered. Here, the benefit of interprocedural analysis is even more evident. If only fully correlated conditionals were to be optimized, the programs would execute between 3% and 19% less conditionals, while intraprocedural analysis enables reduction of only up to 8%. The fact that more useful correlation exists when procedures are considered supports the hypothesis that we write procedures in an isolated fashion with repeated computation in the caller and callee.

The branch elimination optimizer replicates code to eliminate conditionals by creating separate paths. Since the amount of code duplication increases with the distance between the correlated branch and the source of the correlation, the extent of code duplication must be estimated before the interprocedural optimization is applied. Figure 10 plots the cost-benefit relationship for each correlated conditional. Each point in the graphs represents one conditional with a correlation. The x-coordinate of the point is the number of nodes that are created due to code duplication when the con...
Conditionals with correlation

Figure 9: Characteristics of statically detectable branch correlation.

The y-coordinate shows the amount of dynamic instances of conditionals that were avoided by the elimination of this conditional. A comparison with the intraprocedural results reveals that substantially more correlation is detected when procedures are considered, as shown in Figure 9. But interprocedural correlation also requires more code duplication in many cases because the correlation may span a large part of the call graph. However, the amount of frequently executed correlated conditionals with low duplication needs, positioned in the upper-left quadrant, has increased with interprocedural analysis. These conditionals make ICBE more beneficial than intraprocedural elimination because with less code growth a higher reduction in eliminated branches can be achieved. We estimated the number of eliminated dynamic instances of each optimized conditional from the execution counts of the nodes where the analysis query was resolved.

Eliminated Branches. The goal of eliminating only conditionals causing reasonable code growth is easily achieved in our approach, for ICBE optimizes conditionals one by one, performing first the analysis and then the restructuring optimization for each conditional. The amount of code growth necessary to optimize the conditional is determined during the analysis phase, as described in Section 3.1. The restructuring phase is executed only if the number of new nodes that must be created is less than a predetermined limit. We estimated the number of eliminated dynamic instances of each optimized conditional from the execution counts of the nodes where the analysis query was resolved.

In this experiment, the analysis was terminated after 1000 node-query pairs were examined (see line 5 in Figure 4) even though not all queries were resolved. Since in each program there are numerous conditionals that test global variables, early termination of demand-driven analysis avoids far-reaching propagation of their queries and dramatically reduces the analysis time. The early termination is made possible by demand-driven analysis. All queries remaining after the analysis termination limit is reached are conservatively resolved to UNDEF. Terminating the analysis after 1000 nodes is sufficient to find correlated branches that require up to approximately 300 duplicated nodes. Even though not all correlation is detected with early termination, the missed opportunities are likely to be prohibitive due to high code duplication demands. Terminating the analysis early thus seems to be a practical improvement. However, note that for some values of the duplication limit, the interprocedural analysis may produce worse optimization for the 134.perl benchmark than its intraprocedural counterpart. The reason is that the analysis termination limit was reached by examining the callees, missing the intraprocedural opportunity. This problem can be alleviated by experimentally increasing the analysis termination limit. Note that the results in Figure 9 and Figure 10 were computed with an infinite termination limit.

We can conclude that: 1) for a given code increase, ICBE can eliminate significantly more dynamic conditionals than its intraprocedural counterpart; 2) when more code growth can be tolerated, ICBE offers opportunities for additional branch elimination; and 3) the per-conditional limit on code duplication is an effective way to control overall code growth. A better heuristic for deciding whether to apply the optimization would also consider the amount of conditionals eliminated, as opposed to the incurred code growth alone, as was done in our experiments.

Analysis Cost. The analysis is the dominating component of ICBE's cost. The running time of the analysis that determined the results in Figure 11 is given in Table 2. In the column labeled overall time, we give the time spent by the compiler in parsing, building the internal program rep-
intraprocedural

Figure 10: Contribution to branch removal vs. code duplication requirements for each correlated conditional.

representation and performing the correlation analysis. The third second column gives the time to perform the analysis. The memory use listed in the analysis column indicates the amount needed to store the queries and summary nodes. We compare it to the memory required for the internal representation of the program, listed in the progrep column. The last two columns report the number of node-query pairs processed by the analysis, overall and per optimized conditional.

Figure 11: Reduction in executed conditional nodes vs. program code growth, for various values of the per-conditional code duplication limit.

5 Benefits of ICBE

The primary benefit of ICBE is the reduction in the instruction count (and the schedule length) through the elimination of correlated conditionals and the operations that compute their predicate. In this section we discuss how both the correlation analysis and the interprocedural restructuring can be applied in other areas of compiler optimization.

Procedure Inlining. Most interprocedurally-visible opportunities for branch elimination can be exploited by inlining and subsequent application of intraprocedural elimination of conditionals [19]. However, without the knowledge of correlated paths in the call graph, the pre-pass inlining process must resort to exhaustive inlining, at least in the critical program regions. Short of folding all procedures into a single, flat procedure, there is no guarantee that all statements involved in a correlation will end up within the same procedure, which is necessary to remove the branch. Clearly, pre-pass inlining incurs large code growth.

Inlining becomes more practical when it is directed by our interprocedural correlation analysis. After correlation of a branch is detected, the procedures involved in the correlation can be merged by post-analysis inlining. Such a solution to ICBE may be desirable in an existing compiler where inlining and intraprocedural branch elimination are already supported. The code growth of post-analysis inlining may be further lowered by performing full ICBE (with interprocedural restructuring), followed by partial inlining [12], in which only frequently executed paths through the optimized procedure are inlined. However, inlining of recursive, virtual, or library procedures may not be feasible. In this case, our interprocedural restructuring can be applied to carry out ICBE.

Regardless of the exact ICBE scenario, the correlation analysis produces an upper bound on the code growth required to eliminate the conditional and, if profile information is available, provides also a profile-based estimate of the cost-effectiveness of the optimization before it is applied. The inlining algorithm in [2] inlines procedures one by one based on their execution rate until a code growth budget is exhausted. Our correlation analysis can be used in the inliner to give procedures that generate correlation a higher priority so that correlated branches can be removed after
inlining [6, 8]. Our restructuring algorithm can be used to eliminate correlated branches after the code growth budget for inlining has been exhausted because its code growth demands are smaller than those of inlining. Richardson and Ganapathi [23] observed that the benefit of inlining comes mainly from eliminated procedure call overhead. Our analysis is able to identify procedures whose inlining will create interprocedural optimization opportunities for branch removal.

Dynamic dispatching of virtual procedures. Object-oriented languages complicate interprocedural compilation because call sites invoking member procedures of polymorphic types may transfer control to one of many procedures, depending upon the concrete type of the receiver object. Since such call sites require expensive dynamic dispatching, methods for their elimination through concrete type inference have been developed [1, 20, 21]. In these methods, demand-driven interprocedural analysis determines for each call site the set of "reaching concrete types." Subsequent program restructuring separates out paths and clones procedures with the goal of creating call sites reached by a single type of the receiver. There is an analogy between concrete type inference and our work in that both methods compute at optimizable nodes the set-union of all optimization opportunities and enable optimization by making the opportunities unique through path separation. While ICBE collects values of variables that determine branch outcomes, type inference is interested in the types of receiver objects. With respect to the restructuring algorithms, however, our transformation is more powerful than cloning because exit splitting is able to separate out paths that cross the exit node, which cloning cannot achieve. The following paragraph describes how entry/exit splitting is performed at dynamic dispatch call sites. Our restructuring can prove valuable for object-oriented languages because the cost of passing additional return addresses is small compared to that of a dynamic dispatch.

While concrete type analysis is very successful in enabling inlining at virtual call sites, some call sites will still require dynamic dispatch. These call sites are, however, amenable to ICBE. Each procedure that may be invoked from a virtual call site can be independently analyzed and optimized by entry/exit splitting. Optimizing in turn each possible callee will provide the cumulative effect of entry/exit splitting in each callee with respect to the original call site. What results is a set of multiple call sites, each invoking some entry of each callee and returning to multiple points in the caller. If any of the callee's left unoptimized, then all call sites invoke the original entry and the procedure always returns to the original return point in the caller. ICBE thus allows both optimized and unoptimized procedures to be called from a single call site.

Fine-grain computer architectures. The elimination of conditional branches is especially important for wide-issue superscalar and VLIW architectures, in which instructions are pre-fetched and executed speculatively across conditional branches based on predictions of their outcomes. With increasing processor parallelism, branch density in the stream of instructions is becoming critical because expensive mechanisms are required to predict and issue multiple conditional branches in a single cycle [13]. Our experiments have shown that between 3% and 18% of executed conditionals can be eliminated by ICBE, reducing branch density. A mispredicted branch stalls the processor for many cycles and pollutes the instruction cache. Research in correlation-based hardware branch prediction [25] shows that unpredictable branches exhibit correlation with earlier branches. Some unpredictable branches can arguably be eliminated by ICBE. Consider, for example, a procedure that removes an element from a linked list. When the average list length is low, the conditional that tests for an empty list is unpredictable. Nevertheless, the test is correlated with the conditional that tests the return value in the caller. Optimization of unpredictable branches has an especially high payoff.

ICBE can also be used to improve the effectiveness of software pipelining [17, 22] by reducing the number of conditionals and other statements in the loop body, as illustrated by the example in Figure 2. Elimination of branches can significantly speed-up the loop schedule when conditionals that form recurrent cycles of control dependencies are eliminated. Branches testing a flag whose value is assigned within the loop are examples of such conditionals.

Assisting hardware branch prediction. Run-time prediction schemes have been proposed that predict the outcome of a branch using its correlation with the last k branches [24]. Since the exact source of the correlation is not known, all k outcomes are maintained and used for prediction, slowing down the learning process of the predictor. If the correlation is statically detectable, our analysis can provide the prediction hardware with directions about which recent branch(es) should be used for prediction.

Library procedures. Even when it is not possible to compile the library procedures together with the application program, we can take advantage of correlation that crosses the application-library boundary. The library procedures can be pre-split by optimization with respect to characteristic application programs and the summary nodes describing the resulting entry/exit splitting can be conveniently stored with the library interface for later lookup during the optimization of the user program. For example, a separate exit from malloc would exist that would be taken when the return value is NULL. Since a large portion of correlation exists across calls to the same or related library procedures, the characteristic program may be as small as the one in Figure 1. The original unoptimized procedure entry must be maintained for library procedures. When this entry is invoked, all procedure exits return control to the standard return address so that compilers without ICBE can also use the library.

Interprocedural optimizations. Because path separation and entry/exit splitting eliminate control flow merge points, conservative merging of data flow information at procedure boundaries is reduced. As a result, other optimizations, such as procedure cloning, partial redundancy and dead code elimination, may be more effective following interprocedural restructuring. The ICBE optimization can be used to optimize array bounds checks [15, 11] which typically exhibit correlation. Finally, branch elimination can be used as a component of aggressive program transformations, such as slicing-based partial dead code elimination [4].
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